1. Introduction and outline of the research work reported here

Metal nanoparticles constitute a bridge between molecular and metallic states and possess specific physical, chemical and catalytic properties. However, due to the high surface excess energy nanosize metals are very sensitive and in the absence of sufficient stabilization thermo dynamical driving forces cause their aggregation.

Since Haruta discovered the surprisingly high catalytic activity of nanosize gold, tremendous work has been done in the field of Au catalysis\(^1\). Small Au particles with large specific surface area can be prepared by different methods; one of them is the highly promising colloid chemical route. In this case reduction of HAuCl\(_4\) precursor in water produces Au sol, in which several nm size Au particles are able to maintain their integrity only in the presence of stabilizers. The next deposition step which is required if heterogeneous catalyst is aimed to be produced is a key point. To obtain homogeneous distribution of Au, the preformed metal particles of sol must be adsorbed onto solid oxide support by providing sufficient strong interaction between the stabilized particles and the surface of oxide. Stabilizers, however, must be eliminated before catalytic run by calcination treatment.

Research studies on gold try to discover and expand the range of applicability of Au among others in selective oxidation reactions and explain the structure-activity relationship\(^2\). It is widely accepted that in the most studied CO oxidation the activity depends on the particle size\(^3\) and oxidation state of Au and the type and structure of oxide support\(^4,5\). The oxide-metal interface plays a crucial role in the CO oxidation mechanism proposed\(^6\). CeO\(_2\), TiO\(_2\), Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\), etc. are considered to be “active supports” since they provide good activity for Au, while SiO\(_2\), Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) or MgO can be regarded as inactive or much less active supports\(^7\). For inactive supports the oxygen adsorption was suggested to happen on the defect sites of Au that is why the activity shows stronger dependence on the dispersion. In the case of reducible active oxides able to act as oxygen reservoir the microstructure of oxide and the nature of metal-support interface are of key importance because oxygen activation is suggested to happen mainly there\(^8\).

Extensive research focusing on the controlled formation of Au-oxide interface has been pursued in our laboratory. We have studied model systems of gold/iron oxide\(^9,10\) or gold/titania interface on SiO\(_2\)/Si(100)\(^11\) and powder catalysts, when Au nanoparticles are supported on TiO\(_2\)\(^12\) or TiO\(_2\)-SiO\(_2\)\(^13\) oxides.

When a bulk active oxide support is used to disperse gold nanoparticles, it is obvious that Au-oxide interface is created. A rather challenging task is to ensure the intimate contact of these two components when the active oxide is applied only as a modifier in such an amount that is comparable with the amount of Au and large surface area SiO\(_2\) support is used only to prevent sintering and aggregation of metal. The commonly studied case, when the inert support is modified by active oxide (TiO\(_2\), CeO\(_2\), etc) prior to the introduction of gold, producing for example Au/TiO\(_2\)-SiO\(_2\) system\(^14\). In contrast to this, when active oxide is introduced last to the preformed Au/SiO\(_2\) or the “(active oxide + Au)” is put on the inert support at the same time, a so-called “inverse” system can be produced, when the surface of Au is decorated with active oxide moieties realizing the
approach we call “localized oxide promotion” of gold. In all cases new catalytic properties are expected to appear compared to the usual Au/bulk active oxide catalysts and so we can gain new insights into the mechanism of CO oxidation on gold.

In the present research project we investigated the effect of 3 types of active oxides, TiO₂, CeO₂ and CuO on the structure and catalytic behaviour of SiO₂-supported gold according to the above described approach. Our aim was to ensure the intimate contact of nanosize active oxide and gold on SiO₂ support. Using gold sols, titania/ceria/copper oxide coverage on and around Au nanoparticles was produced. The different catalytic activity of the SiO₂ supported samples, depending on the type and the loading of oxide pointed out the importance of organic stabilizers present during the preparation and governing the final catalyst structure by special interactions with the oxide precursors.

In the next sections the already published research areas will be briefly introduced; however, the results just submitted (see the attached manuscript submitted to J. Phys. Chem C) or close to submission (section 5) will be discussed in more details.

2. General preparation methods, main experimental techniques applied

Here only the common methods are mentioned which were applied during our research focused on the TiO₂, CeO₂ and CuO-modified Aerosil supported gold catalysts. There were a few special techniques or preparation routes not common for the 3 main topics of the work. These are introduced shortly in the actual section.

For the synthesis of catalysts the following materials were used: aqueous solutions of HAuCl₄·3H₂O, tannic acid, sodium-citrate, poly(diallyldimethylammonium) chloride (PDDA), Ti(IV) bis(ammoniumlactato)dihydroxide (TALH), cerium(III) nitrate hexahydrate, Cu(II) nitrate trihydrate, and ceria nanopowder, Aerosil 200 silica, Eurotitania, Degussa P25 TiO₂ supports.

Gold hydrosol with an average particle size of dₐu ∼ 6 nm was produced by reduction of HAuCl₄ with a mixture of tannic acid and sodium citrate at 60°C in water. The red color of the sol evidenced the reduction of Au³⁺ ions.

The above sol was used as “parent sol” in the next steps, when the Ti, Ce or Cu components were introduced in two different ways. In preparation method A, calculated amount of precursors of oxide modifiers were added to the Au sols at room temperature, then the temperature was increased to 60°C within 1 h and kept there for 4 hours. Then, the adsorption of Ti or Ce or Cu-containing Au sol (composite sol) was accomplished with the aid of PDDA onto Aerosil SiO₂. The solid was separated by filtration, washed thoroughly with water and dried. Au/SiO₂ references was prepared also by the sol adsorption method. The nominal Au content of all the samples was kept at ~2 wt%, and this value was ascertained in several samples.

In preparation method B, the Au/SiO₂ reference sample was further processed. The dried sample in aqueous suspension was mixed with the appropriate amount of the oxide precursor, then the temperature was raised to 60-65°C and the water was allowed to evaporate (it took usually 4-5 hours).

The Aerosil supported samples prepared by method “A” are denoted by AMeX where the letter A means method A, Me refers to Ti, Ce or Cu modifier and the number that follows indicates the oxide modifier’s content in wt%. The samples produced by method “B” are labeled in the same way but with starting letter B. For the sake of correct comparison, a “blank” TiO₂ or CuO-modified SiO₂ was prepared by method “B” on SiO₂ after PDDA preadsorption.

The Zeta potential of Au sol was determined by dynamic light scattering measurements using a Malvern Zeta Sizer apparatus to characterize the electrostatic interactions that may control the formation of supported samples.
Determination of metal content of the samples was done either by a double-focusing inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) or by radioisotope induced X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRF) method.

The phase composition of crystalline components of selected samples was investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD). The crystallite size for each phase was determined from the full width at half maximum of the first peak using the Scherrer-equation.

Reducibility of Cu-containing samples was investigated with temperature programmed reduction technique (TPR) of precalcined samples using 5% H₂ in He.

The distribution and the size of Au and the modifier oxides were studied by a conventional transmission electron microscope (TEM) equipped with energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) for electron probe microanalysis. High resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) investigations were carried out, when the visualisation of lattice fringes were required.

CO oxidation was measured at atmospheric pressure in a plug flow reactor connected to a QMS. Temperature programmed reaction was performed with a gas flow of 0.54% CO + 9.1% O₂ in He (CO/O₂=1/18) or in the case of CuO-modified samples (section 5) in 1% O₂ + 1% CO in He (CO/O₂=1) as well, with different flow rates and amounts of catalyst. Preferential oxidation of CO in the presence of hydrogen (PROX) was carried out first with 1% CO + 1% O₂ + 62% H₂ in He with QMS and GC analysis (TiO₂- and CeO₂-modifications), later on with 1% CO + 1% O₂ + 60% H₂ in He with QMS analysis (CuO-modifications) with different flow rates and amounts of catalyst.

3. Investigation of the Au-TiO₂/SiO₂ systems

In the literature a few studies could be found on core-shell structured nanoparticles made of titania core and gold shell₁₅,₁₆. These composite particles were prepared to study optical properties or photocatalytic activity₁₇,₁₈. Philip et al.¹⁹,₂₀ published a one step synthesis of Au core/TiO₂ or ZrO₂ shell particles from HAuCl₄ and titanium isopropoxide or zirconium propoxide under reflux. The TiO₂ shell was suggested to form around the 50 nm sized Au particles, however, no TEM pictures were shown to verify that and only the optical properties of Au core/ZrO₂ shell composite were discussed in details. It seems that the application of Au/TiO₂ core-shell or layered structures in CO oxidation was hardly studied when the research work started 5 years ago.

3.1. Formation of Au-TiO₂ nanostructures on silica support

The gold sol preparation gave nicely reproducible particle size with dₐu~6 nm. It was also ascertained that the sol adsorption step onto the support did not change the original particle size. Table 1 shows the Au and Ti loading data and the Au particle size after calcination and catalytic tests determined by TEM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sample</th>
<th>Au content (wt%)</th>
<th>TiO₂ content (wt%)</th>
<th>Ti/Au</th>
<th>dₐu (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATi0.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATi0.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATi1.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>7.2±1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTi1.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATi3.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.6±2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTi3.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>6.9±1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATi6.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au/SiO₂</td>
<td>2ᵃ</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.4±3.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au/TiO₃</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>11±6.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a: nominal Au wt%; b: determined by TEM after calcination at 450°C followed by catalytic run
From comparison of the intended and the real Au and Ti loading it was clearly seen that in the preparation method A both the Au and the Ti components were successfully attached to the SiO₂. In the preparation method B, when first the Au/SiO₂ reference catalyst was prepared, the success of Ti introduction is obviously successful, since after the evaporation of water from the TALH solution, the Ti species should remain on the catalyst.

When gold sols are prepared from HAuCl₄ by citrate/tannic acid reduction, the gold nanoparticles are negatively charged as our Zeta potential measurements proved, therefore, the adsorption of the metal particles does not occur on SiO₂ due to charge repulsion between the stabilized metal particles and the silica surface charged negatively above pH=2-3. In our case the problem of the absence of attraction could be overcome with the aid of PDDA which provided positive surface charge by its preadsorption on silica. Since PDDA is a polycation, a monolayer coverage is expected to form spontaneously on negatively charged substrates such as silica, causing charge neutralization followed by charge reversal (positive surface charge) upon increasing the polymer bulk concentration. The idea of using PDDA as a “binding agent” for our gold sols is originated from our earlier studies, when PDDA was used as stabilizer for Pd colloids. It is worth mentioning that there was an optimum amount of PDDA, depending on the sol composition that facilitated the adsorption of Au particles. At high concentration of the polycation there may be free positively charged PDDA chains not only on the silica but in the liquid phase and around the Au particles as well, causing the adsorption step to fail.

The adsorption step is further complicated by the presence of the water-soluble titanium precursor, TALH that is partially dissociated into an anion and a NH₄⁺ cation. The advantage of TALH over the usual titania precursors such as alkoxides is its relative high resistance towards hydrolysis in aqueous media. In our case a relatively mild hydrolysis condition was set (at 60°C) for TALH in the presence of gold sol (preparation method A) or in the suspension of Au/SiO₂ (preparation method B) and there was no sign of color change or aggregation even after overnight stirring. When higher temperature (80-90°C) was applied, opacity and/or destabilization of gold sol occurred.

Concerning the components present in our system and the information listed in ref. [14], the scenario shown in Scheme 1 can be suggested for the formation of Au-TiO₂ nanostructures on Aerosil silica support by method A.

**Scheme 1 The main steps of preparation method A with the suggested structures and interactions**

We were not able to declare, in what form TALH was present before adsorption step, but we supposed the formation of Ti-oxy-hydroxyde oligomer species by the partial hydrolysis of TALH. We assume that hydrolyzed Ti species likely having positive surface charge are mainly located...
around the gold cores and Au particles must serve as nucleation sites for the condensation of Ti species. Furthermore, it is known that Ti(IV) ions in aqueous solution are able to coordinate to the phenolic oxygen groups of tannin\textsuperscript{28} and to citrate ions\textsuperscript{29}. Thus, in the sol adsorption step PDDA binds the gold particles covered by partially hydrolyzed tannic acid and Ti species to the silica surface, since association of both with positively charged polyelectrolytes such as PDDA can be expected\textsuperscript{30, 31, 32, 33}.

In the case of the preparation method B the gold nanoparticles are located already on silica when the partial hydrolysis of TALH takes place. Thus, TALH and other titania species may be deposited not only on Au but on silica as well. Drying and the subsequent calcination in air remove the carbonaceous deposits from the catalysts and transform all Ti species into TiO\textsubscript{2} (or TiO\textsubscript{2-x}).

3.2. Structure of the catalysts: particle size and distribution of Ti species

TEM image of Au/SiO\textsubscript{2} reference is shown in Figure 1. Gold particles are nicely distributed on the surface of SiO\textsubscript{2}. From the particle size data presented in Table 1 it is clearly seen that Ti deposition does not cause any obvious increase in Au diameter.

In any of our TEM pictures taken of the Ti containing samples there was no sign of titania particles, only EDS proved the presence of Ti in the catalysts. Using EDX spectra collected from 20-50 nm diameter spots we detected some differences between the two preparation methods, especially at lower Ti contents concerning the location of Ti. In the case of method A at low TiO\textsubscript{2} content (ATi1.5) the analysis did not reveal the presence of Ti on bare SiO\textsubscript{2} without gold, however, at higher TiO\textsubscript{2} content Ti signal could be observed at certain spots of the sample without detecting Au. It means that a specific attraction, ensured by the stabilizing sphere of tannic acid and citrate, dictates the bonding of TALH and/or the hydrolyzed and polymerized titanium species to Au particles already in liquid phase and so Ti is enriched on/around gold nanoparticles. When TALH is added to the preformed Au/SiO\textsubscript{2} sample (method B) Ti could be detected both on silica and gold.

To further clarify the question of titania location HRTEM investigations were carried out. The HRTEM images of ATi1.5 sample in Figure 2 a) and b) evidence a TiO\textsubscript{2} decoration on Au that is a few layer thick (but according to EDS measurements may not homogeneously cover all Au particles) and comprises partially ordered anatase (JCPDS 21-1272, [101] interplanar spacing is 0.35 nm) and β-TiO\textsubscript{2} phases phase (JCPDS 35-0088, [200] spacing is 0.579 nm). In the case of ATi3.9 (~4 wt% TiO\textsubscript{2} content) very thin crystalline titania overlayer/sheets or islands of titania (both anatase and β-TiO\textsubscript{2}) appeared on the Au particles and also on silica after calcination at 450°C as it can be seen in Figure 2 c). Thus, we can accept the existence of surface TiO\textsubscript{2} that decorates and surrounds the Au particles providing an increased Au-TiO\textsubscript{2} interfacial area.

Looking at the Au size and its distribution (shown in ref. [14]), which is reflected in the standard deviations of average size, we can declare that TiO\textsubscript{2} decoration stabilizes gold particles on SiO\textsubscript{2} against sintering compared to Au/TiO\textsubscript{2} and Au/SiO\textsubscript{2} references. Tsubota et al.\textsuperscript{34} also observed
that the size of Au particles after 400°C calcination increased on a pure titania support, however, it
did not change in the case of a titania-coated silica aerogel.

![HRTEM images](image)

Figure 2 HRTEM picture of a) Au particle in ATi1.5 covered by titania patches of anatase structure;
b) Au particles in ATi1.5 covered by β-TiO₂ phase and c) HRTEM picture of ATi3.9 with both titania
structures present

3.3. Catalytic properties

Blank TiO₂/SiO₂ sample was prepared to check the activity of dispersed TiO₂ phase without Au
but the sample exhibited very low oxidation activity: CO oxidation started at 300°C and up to
450°C only 17 % conversion was achieved. The catalytic reaction was proved to be the most
sensitive test to show the intimate contact of nanosized TiO₂ and Au. The activity of the sample
with TiO₂ content as low as 0.2wt% was already higher than that of Au/SiO₂.
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Figure 3 The temperature of 50% CO conversion versus TiO₂ content. Dotted line represents T₅₀% of
Au/TiO₂

Figure 3 shows that as the Ti content increased, the activity greatly increased, viz. the
temperature of 50% CO conversion was strongly lowered until it reached a broad minimum. The
samples containing ~4 wt% TiO₂ have higher activity than Au/TiO₂ which proves the formation of
large and active Au-TiO₂ interface and suggests that the decorating patches of nanosize TiO₂ in
contact with gold must have different oxidizing properties than bulk TiO₂. We observed very
similar phenomena when Au sol was deposited on SiO₂ containing 5 wt% highly dispersed TiO₂.
(Au/5%TiO$_2$-SiO$_2$). Structural and catalytic studies revealed that the superior intrinsic activity of Au sites over Ti-O-Si units must be responsible for the high activity compared to the case when Au is over Ti-O-Ti units$^{13}$.

At the first glance the similar activity of BTi3.9 compared to ATi3.9 is somewhat surprising, although, the calcination pretreatment at 450°C may diminish the structural differences between the samples prepared by method A and B. If all the Ti evenly covered the catalyst surface in the case of method B, there would be a very low coverage of TiO$_x$ on gold parts, consequently, lower activity should be observed. The fact that method B results in catalyst with similar activity as method A suggests that the deposition of Ti species during method B might also be governed by the interactions between the partially hydrolyzed TALH, tannic acid and PDDA and results in similar morphology as method A.

These results inspired us to conduct further research using ATi3.9, Au/5%TiO$_2$-SiO$_2$ and mechanical mixtures of Au/SiO$_2$ + Au/TiO$_2$ reference samples in 95/5 ratio$^{37}$. In fabrication of Au/5%TiO$_2$-SiO$_2$ Au introduction was done by sol deposition onto 5% TiO$_2$-SiO$_2$ support prepared by surface OH induced hydrolysis of Ti-isopropoxide$^{13}$. A portion of the mechanical mixture was suspended in water, another portion was calcined in air separately and then mixed and suspended in water. Final samples were compared by Au particle size and CO oxidation. The results revealed that in the suspension of TiO$_2$ and SiO$_2$ the intimate contact of the two types hydrated oxide particles enhances the possibility of Si-O-Ti formation during calcination and the Au particles may be locally redistributed and segregated towards TiO$_2$ surface. The preferential migration of Au towards TiO$_2$ or SiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ perimeter seems to be controlled by the PDDA and tannic acid/citrate present in the system, because when all organic stabilizers and the PDDA were removed by calcination before mechanical mixing, in the subsequently prepared aqueous suspension the Au particles aggregated causing low activity.

The most active TiO$_2$ promoted catalysts (ATi3.9 and BTi3.9) were tested in PROX reaction (1%CO+1%O$_2$+62%H$_2$ in He gas mixture) after calcination and compared to the analogous Au/TiO$_2$$^{21}$. On all these samples relatively low selectivity of CO (below 50%) is characteristic, especially above 20-25% O$_2$ conversion, which means that the maximum CO conversion reached was below 40%. The promoted samples were more active both under PROX conditions and CO oxidation (ATi3.9>BTi3.9), but because of the accelerating H$_2$ oxidation above 80-100°C, when O$_2$ conversion was approaching 100%, CO conversion decreased. Au/TiO$_2$ behaved similarly at higher temperature (at 120-130°C). The maximum CO conversion could not be increased significantly in the promoted samples but it was reached at lower temperature.

3.4. Application of SBA-15 support in the case of Au-TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ systems$^{38}$

Mesoporous silica host is a promising support able to hinder metal particle aggregation when they are located inside the pores. SBA-15 was applied as support for Au instead of non porous Aerosil silica in our investigations and preparation method B was applied to introduce TiO$_2$ modifier from TALH solution. This sample can be considered as TiO$_2$/Au/SBA prepared by method B. The differences compared to the Au-TiO$_2$/Aerosil samples discussed above are that i) the parent Au sol with d$_{Au}$=2.7 nm was prepared in a different way, by NaBH$_4$ reduction in the presence of PVA, ii) the support is mesoporous thus particle size increase and diffusion of materials can be limited to some extent and iii) the adsorption of Au sol was done at low pH without the application of PDDA. The calcined TiO$_2$/Au/SBA sample had similar activity in CO oxidation as the reference Au/SBA thus the introduction of Ti component did not produce sufficient and active Au-TiO$_2$ interface (pore blocking could happen, however the crystallite size of TiO2 was much smaller than the pore size according to XRD results). Zeta potential measurements proved that the surface charge of Au/SBA in aqueous suspension is more negative than that of SBA-15 itself, this means that the surface of Au particles is more negative than the surrounding support surface. During the impregnation of Au/SBA with TALH, the deposition of negatively charged Ti precursor was likely
favoured on the less negative pure SBA-15 surface instead of Au particles, thus Au-TiO$_2$ interface was hardly produced$^{38}$.

4. Investigation of the Au-CeO$_2$/SiO$_2$ systems

Ceria is one of the most promising supports for gold since it can provide reactive oxygen via forming surface and bulk vacancies through redox processes involving the Ce$^{4+}$/Ce$^{3+}$ couple. Depending on the morphology (preparation method) of ceria, different catalytic activities can be obtained, which can be related for example even to the exposed crystal planes of ceria nanocrystals$^{39}$.

The synergetic effect of the Au-CeO$_2$ interface was mostly investigated in the “usual” way, when small amount of CeO$_2$ is used to modify the otherwise inactive support such as silica, and finally Au is deposited onto this CeO$_2$/SiO$_2$ support. However, we must be careful when assigning any catalytic behavior solely to the effect of oxide loading and structure, if the Au particle size or oxidation state differs significantly in the catalyst samples investigated$^{40}$. Qian and co-workers$^{41}$ studied the effect of CeO$_2$ microstructures present in Au/CeO$_2$/SiO$_2$. They experienced that Au supported on CeO$_2$/SiO$_2$ prepared by wet impregnation and calcined at only 200°C was the most active sample, where Au nanoparticles were dispersed on the CeO$_2$ aggregates on SiO$_2$ and the pure SiO$_2$ surface, as well. The inhomogeneous distribution of Au on CeO$_2$-containing hexagonal mesoporous silica (HMS) support was seen by Castano and co-workers, as well$^{42}$. When Ce-modification of the mesoporous silica was done by direct synthesis or impregnation, the impregnated catalyst was better regarding the activity. Higher Au dispersion, highest content of Au$^0$ and larger degree of CeO$_2$ coverage on HMS (more effective oxygen mobility, higher redox ability) were suggested as reasons$^{43}$.

Thus, we can conclude that the preparation method and the pre-treatment conditions are of vital importance, when the effect of CeO$_2$ loading on the properties of Au-CeO$_2$ interface is to be studied using inactive SiO$_2$ oxide support to provide high surface area against sintering. If there are Au particles not in contact with CeO$_2$ but with SiO$_2$, the overall activity measured will be the sum of activities originating from Au/SiO$_2$ and Au/CeO$_2$-SiO$_2$ areas present in the sample.

According to the “inverse catalyst strategy” we continued our research with the intention to selectively produce CeO$_2$ decoration on Au nanoparticles. The idea of post-addition of CeO$_x$ modifier to Au catalyst was realized by Senanayake and co-workers$^{44}$ as well, however, they investigated Au(111) model surfaces in water-gas shift reaction (WGS). The total encapsulation of Au by ceria was accomplished by using microemulsion method, but no activity was observed in water-gas shift reaction. The authors suggested that the activity depends rather on electronic aspects of metal-ceria interface instead of oxygen mobility of the ceria oxide shell$^{45}$.

4.1. Formation of Au-CeO$_2$ nanostructures on silica support

Au and Ce containing samples were prepared by both method A and B with different Ce-loadings. We should mention that, when the largest amount of Ce(III) nitrate was added to the Au sol during method A, destabilization of the colloidal system happened and red precipitate with hardly observable tiny particles formed. Additional citrate seemed to dissolve this precipitate. The next sample with less Ce-content was prepared with more care, thus, the addition of Ce(III) nitrate solution to the Au sol was done drop by drop and finally some additional citrate was added and no change of colour was observed this time and the sol was stable on the following days as well.

Table 2 contains data of metal loading of the samples together with the particle size determined by TEM and catalytic data which will be discussed later on. It is certainly eye-catching that the final CeO$_2$ content of samples prepared by method A is very low and more than 10 times less than the intended values (0.5wt%, 2.5wt%, 7.5wt%). Thus, we prepared low loaded samples by method B as well to be able to compare catalysts synthesized by the two methods at similar Ce loadings.
Table 2 Metal loading, temperature of 50% CO conversion (CO/O₂=1/18) and Au particle size of the samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Au content (wt%)</th>
<th>CeO₂ content (wt%)</th>
<th>T₅₀% (°C) after calc. at 300°C</th>
<th>T₅₀% (°C) after calc. at 450°C</th>
<th>Au particle size (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACe0.04</td>
<td>2.00⁴</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>6.30±1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACe0.08</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACe0.16</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>8.07±3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCe0.06</td>
<td>2.00⁴</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCe0.11</td>
<td>2.00⁴</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCe0.60</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>5.73±1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCe1.14</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCe2.64</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>6.57±1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCe7.40</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.15±1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au/SiO₂</td>
<td>2.00⁴</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>6.37±3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au/CeO₂</td>
<td>2.00⁴</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.00±3.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a: nominal value
b: determined by TEM after calcination at 450°C and catalytic run

Let us consider what happens at the addition of cerium nitrate to the parent Au sol which has a pH=6.5 containing hydrolyzed tannin and citrate and all the byproducts of reduction. For the preparation of crystalline CeO₂ nanoparticles the main synthesis method is the hydrothermal route and if the starting precursor is Ce(III), it is usually oxidized to Ce(IV) by the presence of air. Due to the addition of base Ce(OH)₄ forms, then Ce(OH)₄ nucleation and growth takes place, and finally the Ce(OH)₄ particles formed dehydrate into CeO₂ during heat treatment⁴⁶,⁴⁷,⁴⁸. In our case it was not ascertained whether or not Ce-nitrate hydrolyzed in our reaction conditions. Macroporous particle aggregation which was observed at the highest cerium concentration does not necessarily mean the formation of hydroxide precipitate but it may reflect only charge neutralization and flocculation of Ce(III)-tannin-citrate complexes since both reducing/stabilizing agents present in the Au sol are able to complex metal ions⁴⁹ such as Ce(III),⁴⁰ or stabilize CeO₂ or Ce-hydroxide particles, as well⁵¹,⁵². The pH of the Au sol was 6.5 which is still acidic so we rather suggest that no or only partial hydrolysis happened to Ce-nitrate in our experiments and most of Ce(III) was bound in a chelate complex with tannin (gallic acid) and citrate. At lower Ce-nitrate concentration complete charge neutralization and so macroscopic precipitation did not happen between the anionic organic molecules and cerium ions.

In the subsequent adsorption step, PDDA was used again to recharge the SiO₂ surface to be able to bind Au particles covered by negative stabilizing sphere. The final low Ce content of samples prepared by method A reflects that Ce species (any kind of them) do not favour the positively charged polyelectrolyte covered solid and they rather remain in liquid phase in the filtrate associated with hydrolyzed tannin and citrate ions. The highest negative charge and the highest concentration of complexing agents for Ce(III) is located around the Au particles, that is why the relatively low Ce concentration is expected to be concentrated around Au.

In the case of method B the gold nanoparticles were located already on silica when Ce(III) nitrate was added. The samples were washed to remove the majority of organic and inorganic residues and dried at 60°C before Ce addition, however, negatively charged residual-shell around the gold can be expected which may localize a part of added Ce-nitrate.

In both methods the final evolution of Au-CeO₂ nanostructures takes place during calcination in air when all Ce species transform into CeO₂/CeO₂.
4.2. Structure of the catalysts: particle size and distribution of Ce species

In whatever form Ce species are present after drying, calcination pretreatment to remove organic moieties transforms them into Ce-oxide. X-ray diffraction pattern of BCe7.40 and BCe2.64 detected crystalline CeO\textsubscript{2} phases with 5-6 nm. Table 2 presents Au particle sizes determined by TEM and the standard deviations which are characteristic of the particle size distribution. The particle sizes of all the samples do not differ significantly, they range between 5.7 nm and 8.1 nm which is not the interval of the usual sudden change in activity with Au dispersion (d\textsubscript{Au}~0-5 nm). It is clearly seen that ceria modification induces a kind of stabilization effect since the Au-CeO\textsubscript{2}-SiO\textsubscript{2} systems are more monodisperse, except, no wonder, for ACe0.16 which was the sample obtained by the adsorption of previously destabilized Au-Ce composite sol.

HRTEM provided further information on the location, size, and structure of the promoting oxide. The HRTEM micrographs of sample BCe7.40 are shown in Figure 4(a) and (b). Figure 4(a) reveals the presence of nanosize CeO\textsubscript{2} particles, in contact with the Au nanocrystals surfaces. Two thin slabs with fringes can be observed partly covering the Au particles in the inset of the figure. The fringe period (0.32 nm) corresponds to the (111) lattice spacing of cubic CeO\textsubscript{2}. Far from the Au particles, the pure SiO\textsubscript{2} surface is also covered by thin CeO\textsubscript{2} particles of 5-15 nm size as shown in Figure 4(b).

![Figure 4 HRTEM of BCe7.40 with 7.4 wt% CeO2](image)

Figure 4 HRTEM of BCe7.40 with 7.4 wt% CeO\textsubscript{2}. The 0.32nm period lattice fringes represent CeO\textsubscript{2} crystals both attached to the Au particles (a), and located, in large patches, on the SiO\textsubscript{2} (b).

The sample BCe2.64 also contained CeO\textsubscript{2} particles both in contact with and separated from the Au, but the amount of separate CeO\textsubscript{2} was less due to the lower Ce-content (images are in the attached manuscript\cite{53}). As we go further to less Ce-content (BCe0.60), HRTEM measurements show that the CeO\textsubscript{2} appears mostly on or nearby the Au surface, while the silica is depleted in CeO\textsubscript{2} (the images are also seen in manuscript ref. [53]).

To reveal the distribution of CeO\textsubscript{2} at extreme low cerium contents is of crucial importance, because theoretically it is very easy to locate this amount of Ce-oxide on the high surface area Aerosil SiO\textsubscript{2} without even any contact with Au particles. With this aim, a sample prepared by method A (0.04wt% Ce) was also investigated. HRTEM and EELS found no trace of Ce-oxide on silica, however, it gave definite proof of CeO\textsubscript{2} associated to Au (the existence of Au-CeO\textsubscript{2} interface) as it is presented in Figure 5. Fig. 5 (a), (b) and (c) show the unfiltered HRTEM image, the EELS Ce-map and the enlarged frame “c” from (a), respectively. The bright contrast in the Ce map (b) indicates a distribution of Ce exclusively around/on the Au particles (see also the arrows). No remarkable signal of Ce was detected apart from the Au crystals. Furthermore, in Figure 5 (c) a single Au particle is seen (enlarged frame from (a)) with the lattice fringes of CeO\textsubscript{2} nanoparticles on its surface.
We calculated the possible maximum coverage of CeO$_2$ exclusively on Au surface assuming 2 wt% Au and 0.04 wt% CeO$_2$ content and d$_{Au}$=6 nm size particles. We obtained that at such a low Ce-content only 17% of the Au surface can be covered by CeO$_2$. If ceria is present in multiple layers, this number is even smaller.

![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

Figure 5 Unfiltered micrograph (a) and EELS Ce map (b) of sample ACe0.04 with 0.04 wt% CeO$_2$. The bright contrast in the Ce map (b) marks regions that contain Ce. The enlarged image (c) shows CeO$_2$ particles (0.32nm lattice spacing) on the Au crystal (from the center of (a)). Practically no CeO$_2$ was found apart from Au.

Considering all experimental results, XRD and HRTEM measurements proved the presence of crystalline ~ 5 nm size CeO$_2$ particles/domains in our samples. Depending on the Ce-loading and preparation method, ceria can be found on the bare silica surface and on the Au nanoparticles as well. The localized oxide promotion of gold is greatly accomplished, since it seems that independent of the preparation method, gold surface is somehow saturated by ceria first, then the increase of Ce-loading causes Ce species spread over the support surface, as well, just like in the case of Ti-modification. Full coverage of a single Au particle by ceria, viz. core-shell structures were not detected.

4.3. Catalytic properties

CO oxidation with CO/O$_2$=1/18 ratio was used as a highly sensitive tool to test the presence of Au-CeO$_2$ active interface. The catalytic measurements were conducted after calcination treatments at 300°C or 450°C.

Figure 6 summarizes the CO oxidation activity of the samples, viz., the temperatures where 50% CO conversion was achieved (T$_{50\%}$) as a function of ceria content. Data obtained after different calcination temperatures and different preparation methods are distinguished, but surprisingly lay on the same line, which sharply increases at CeO$_2$<0.5 wt% meaning the decline of activity. The dotted line at 74 °C in Figure 6 indicates the activity of the reference Au/CeO$_2$ sample. We can state that enhanced catalytic activity of CeO$_2$-modified samples was found compared to Au/CeO$_2$ reference sample at as low as 0.6wt% of CeO$_2$ loading already. The very little 0.04 wt% CeO$_2$-content on the other side makes ACe0.04 sample already a more efficient catalyst than the reference Au/SiO$_2$.

The difference between the activities of the samples is much better discernable looking at Figure 7 where a few representative conversion curves obtained after calcination pretreatment at 450°C are plotted against temperature. The main issue is that at larger than 0.6wt% CeO$_2$-content (by method B) there is practically no difference between the catalysts. Furthermore, there is a slight difference in favor of method A, because ACe0.04 sample exhibits better activity than BCe0.06 in spite of the higher Ce-content of the latter. We tentatively suggest that, when Ce precursor is added to the sol, the stabilizing sphere around Au is full and attracts more Ce species to be attached and complexed there than the one after washing off most of organic materials and drying (what applies for method B). Still it is surprising that washing leaves a sufficient part of negatively charged stabilizing sphere on the surface of Au and so when Ce-nitrate added during preparation method B
to the suspension, it is bound first to the Au particles as HRTEM and catalytic studies proved. Otherwise, if 0.06 wt% CeO$_2$ were homogeneously dispersed on silica surface it would not provide a catalyst with $T_{50\%}=140^\circ$C (note that $T_{50\%}=401^\circ$C for Au/SiO$_2$).

![Figure 6 CO oxidation activity of the samples prepared by method A and B: the temperatures where 50% CO conversion was achieved ($T_{50\%}$) as a function of ceria content. 350°C calcination / temperature is signed with empty, 450°C pretreatment temperature is signed with full symbols)](image)

Figure 6 CO oxidation activity of the samples prepared by method A and B: the temperatures where 50% CO conversion was achieved ($T_{50\%}$) as a function of ceria content. 350°C calcination / temperature is signed with empty, 450°C pretreatment temperature is signed with full symbols.

![Figure 7 Representative conversion curves of samples prepared by method A and B versus reaction temperature. The data were obtained after calcination pretreatment at 450°C. Note the extremely similar curves at CeO$_2$ content >0.6wt% for samples prepared by method B.](image)

Figure 7 Representative conversion curves of samples prepared by method A and B versus reaction temperature. The data were obtained after calcination pretreatment at 450°C. Note the extremely similar curves at CeO$_2$ content >0.6wt% for samples prepared by method B.

Considering the results of XRD, TEM and catalytic tests we are definite to say that nanosize, thin CeO$_2$ domains that are localized around Au particles play the crucial role in the reaction, and CeO$_2$ islands far from Au particles are not able to influence or enhance catalytic activity through the well-known oxygen storage and release capacity to a significant extent. The CeO$_2$ coverage on Au is somewhat limited due to the complexing capacity of stabilizing sphere, this is why at higher Ce-
loading even more and more ceria is deposited on the bare silica, additional activity increase cannot be observed or it is only negligible.

According to the literature references cited in ref. [53] in Catalytic Properties section, we tentatively suggest that our thin CeO$_2$ patches in close contact with Au nanoparticles may contain large amount of Ce(III) ions and so many oxygen defect sites, which in turn enhance oxidation ability compared to the bulk, commercial CeO$_2$ particles. Special electronic interaction may exist between the contacting few layer thick CeO$_2$ patches and the Au particle. Furthermore, the contact area between Au and nanosize CeO$_2$ islands must be larger than the interface between the same Au particles and the bulky ceria particles of ceria nanopowder.

We can conclude that compared to TiO$_2$-Au/SiO$_2$ system, where the activity reached the activity of the reference Au/TiO$_2$ sample only at 4wt% TiO$_2$-loading, here, in the case of CeO$_2$-Au/SiO$_2$ systems a small amount of Ce (0.16wt% CeO$_2$) was enough to reach the activity of the Au/CeO$_2$ reference sample, which was highly exceeded by the samples with CeO$_2$ content above 0.6 wt%.

Calcined BCe0.6, BCe7.4 and ACe0.08 were tested also in PROX reaction in comparison with the analogous Au/CeO$_2$. The promoted samples were significantly more active in the simple CO oxidation and were less efficient in PROX than Au/CeO$_2$. The latter one could convert more than 90% of CO at about 110°C, while BCe0.6 and BCe7.4 presented lower maximum CO conversion (54% and 67%, respectively) at somewhat higher temperature (137°C and 138°C, respectively). Even ACe0.08, the least active in CO oxidation produced higher maximum CO conversion (71% at 160°C) than the catalyst prepared by method B. The hydrogen oxidation is more favoured on the promoted samples than on Au/CeO$_2$. The effect of reductive pretreatment (350°C in H$_2$) on PROX performance was investigated on BCe0.6, and much lower CO oxidation selectivity was achieved. In a repeated calcination treatment the original PROX performance could almost be regained.

### 4.4. Application of SBA-15 support in the case of Au-CeO$_2$/SiO$_2$ systems

Post-modification of Au/SBA-15 with 10% CeO$_2$ was carried out in our laboratory as well by impregnation of Au/SBA with Ce(III) nitrate solution (resulting CeO$_2$/Au/SBA prepared by method B). The sample had outstanding activity in CO oxidation compared to the reference Au/CeO$_2$ with basically the same Au particles of 5-5.6 nm. Beside the differences compared to the Au-CeO$_2$/Aerosil samples (that parent Au sol was stabilized by polyvinylalcohol, mesoporous support was used, no PDDA was applied at the adsorption step), we can draw similar conclusion on the effect of nanosize CeO$_2$ decoration on gold. Zeta potential measurements proved that the surface charge of Au/SBA in aqueous suspension was more negative than that of SBA-15 itself, this means that the surface of Au particles was more negative than the surrounding support surface. Thus, during the impregnation of Au/SBA with Ce nitrate, the positive Ce(III) ions are rather attracted by the Au surface. The nanostructured Au-CeO$_2$ interface formed is more active than the interface between Au and the support CeO$_2$ of about 23 nm crystallite size.

### 5. Investigation of the Au-CuO/SiO$_2$ systems

#### 5.1. Introduction, background

When the research proposal was written in 2005, there were only a few literature references, to the best of my knowledge, about the simultaneous application of supported CuO (Cu) and gold nanoparticles for CO oxidation purposes. Since then several publications have been written about similar systems due to the scientific interest emerged, but still the area of combination of Cu and Au for oxidation reactions deserves deeper investigations. The results shown here are not complete, further work is needed to explain all the interesting effects observed.

CuO-CeO$_2$ mixed oxides were already tested and proved to be very good and selective candidates at certain conditions for the CO oxidation and the preferential CO oxidation$^{54}$. Well dispersed CuO phase$^{55,56}$ and stable solid solutions of CeO$_2$-CuO or CeO$_2$-CuO comprising copper
oxide clusters strongly associated with ceria were proposed as active sites for the reaction\textsuperscript{57,58}. Bulk CuO was supposed not to contribute to the activity.

Combination of gold and copper oxide supported on Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} surface was studied by Nieuwenhuys and co-workers in CO oxidation\textsuperscript{59} and in total oxidation of propene\textsuperscript{60}. The catalysts were prepared by deposition precipitation (DP) of Au and Cu precursors or by impregnation of the alumina with Cu nitrate followed by DP of gold. Calcination was applied to render copper species into oxide form. CO oxidation was suggested to take place between the adsorbed CO species bound to Au and O species activated on copper oxide at the Au-oxide perimeter. Oxygen vacancies and at higher temperature also the lattice oxygen were suggested to play important role in supplying oxygen for the reaction. Total oxidation of propene, however, was found more efficiently catalyzed by the Au/12wt\%CuO/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} sample which contained more crystalline CuO than Au/6wt\%CuO/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} with the same total gold surface (but not Au particle size). This finding is in contradiction with the above mentioned role of highly dispersed CuO phase in CeO\textsubscript{2}-CuO oxides.

Copper in metallic form or rather in bimetallic AuCu particles was also found to be active in CO oxidation or PROX. AuCu alloy nanoparticles with Au core and Cu shell were produced by a two step preparation method using silica support. First, reduction of HAuCl\textsubscript{4} with NaBH\textsubscript{4} was done in the suspension of surface-modified SiO\textsubscript{2}, then the same reduction step was repeated with different amounts of Cu-nitrate, finally the sample was calcined and reduced. At low Cu loading (Au:Cu=20:1), there was not enough Cu to form a monolayer coverage, so Cu oxide may have just formed some patches on the gold core during calcination and upon reduction the metallic Cu diffused into the crystalline structure of gold to form AuCu. The composition of alloy nanoparticles was fluctuating (d spacings were different for the particles investigated by HRTEM). These AuCu bimetallic particles were found to be more active and selective than Au or Cu in the temperature range investigated (30-80°C), which means the Cu component in the AuCu catalysts facilitated the activation of oxygen at low temperature in a different way than Cu/SiO\textsubscript{2} did\textsuperscript{61}. The above preparation method was applied to produce SBA supported AuCu catalysts, as well. In this case the discrepancy between XRD results and ICP data suggested that not all the Cu in the catalyst was alloyed with gold. If the temperature is higher one has to think of the influence of a possibly oxidizing atmosphere during CO oxidation (which of course depends on the O\textsubscript{2} concentration). Indeed, in CO oxidation above 300°C phase separation, CuO\textsubscript{x} segregation happened. In situ EPR measurements proved that majority of Cu\textsuperscript{0} in the AuCu alloy was oxidized to Cu\textsuperscript{+}, but only a small part of Cu\textsuperscript{0} was further oxidised to Cu\textsuperscript{2+} during CO oxidation. Furthermore, in situ XANES measurements revealed that a part of copper oxide that strongly interacted with the support was difficult to reduce and it remained Cu\textsuperscript{+} (Cu\textsubscript{2}O) even after reduction (and limited the aggregation of bimetallic particles)\textsuperscript{62}. Thus, we can see that the original metallic state of Cu can be modified during catalytic reaction, and so the active sites can vary depending on the actual reaction conditions.

The effect of metallic Cu on Au/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} prepared by DP method followed by only reduction treatment was investigated by Mozer and co-workers\textsuperscript{63}. Addition of only 0.5wt\% Cu was beneficial in catalytic activity (PROX), but more Cu seemed to block Au sites. Beside geometric effect, electron transfer from Cu to Au were suggested to govern the adsorption of reactants and so the catalytic behaviour\textsuperscript{63,64}.

A surprising stable metallic alloy was reported to form during reduction of Au salt and Cu nitrate with NaBH\textsubscript{4} in the presence of dodecanethiol (stabilizer) in toluene. AuCu/TiO\textsubscript{2} was the final supported sample which was calcined at different temperatures. After calcination at 400°C AuCu remained metallic (XPS) with fcc lattice constant values. Part of the copper atoms did not alloy, but remained as small clusters or were segregated on the surface of alloy particles. At higher calcination temperature phase segregation started; surface enrichment in Cu was seen for the bimetallic samples calcined at 600°C\textsuperscript{65}.

We can conclude based on the above literature references that depending on the preparation method, particle size, support nature, metal loading, reaction condition, etc., the state of copper species can be greatly varied. Since our aim was to form small CuO patches on the surface of gold
nanoparticles and investigate the inverse system formed, we applied only calcination treatment at 450°C before the first catalytic measurements for the removal of organic residues and for the production of copper oxide modifier.

5.2. Formation of Au-CuO$_x$ nanostructures on silica support

Preparation of the samples was done according to the method A and B previously described in details. The Cu precursor was Cu(II) nitrate solution. One sample was produced with method A with a nominal CuO content of 0.12 wt% (Au/Cu=10) and 3 samples were prepared by method B with 1 wt% CuO, 1 wt% CuO + 1 wt% CeO$_2$ and 4 wt% CuO content (nominal values). During method A additional Na citrate was introduced together with Cu nitrate to prevent hydroxide formation via complex formation with citrate. Reference Si/CuO$_2$ prepared by impregnation of SiO$_2$ with Cu(II)-nitrate with the addition of citrate and PDDA and Au/SiO$_2$ produced by Au sol adsorption on Aerosil 200 with the aid of PDDA were used as comparison. Table 3 summarizes the size of particles measured by TEM and the Cu content of the samples determined by XRF and expressed in CuO wt% (the numbers in the sample names refer to the actual CuO loading). Au content was the nominal 2 wt% in all cases.

Table 3 Au particle size determined by TEM and copper content of the samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>d$_{TEM}$ of Au (nm)$^a$</th>
<th>CuO (CeO$_2$) content wt%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCu0.88Ce1.06</td>
<td>5.9±1.6</td>
<td>0.88 (1.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCu1.04</td>
<td>12.6±4.6</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCu3.72</td>
<td>6.2±3.4</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACu0.08</td>
<td>5.1±1.5</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuO/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>6.4±3.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$: after calcination/450°C and CO oxidation reaction (CO/O$_2$=18); $^b$: at the end of PROX measurements which comprises calc/450°C, PROX reactions, CO oxidation reactions (CO/O$_2$=1/1), reduction treatment in H$_2$/450°C, PROX cycles and finally CO oxidation (CO/O$_2$=1/1) cycles

First we should discuss the success of introduction of the Cu modifier by method A, because according to previous experience it can be either very limited (in the case of Au-CeO$_2$ systems) or relatively easy (in the case of Au-TiO$_2$ systems). In the present case we can conclude that large portion, but not all the copper was supported on the silica surface together with Au particles or separately. Liu and co-workers$^{61}$, when preparing Cu nanoparticles with NaBH$_4$ on the surface of APTES-modified silica also experienced difficulty in loading of all Cu, but the reasons were not discussed. The distribution of this small amount of Cu species on the surface of the catalyst must be reflected in the catalytic behaviour, because it can cause difference compared to the reference Au/SiO$_2$ only if the Cu component (Cu oxide or metal?) is in contact with Au. The final lower CuO content of sample prepared by method A reflects that a small part of Cu species (complexes) must remain in liquid phase in the filtrate probably associated with hydrolyzed tannin and citrate ions and do not attach to the positively charged PDDA containing surface due to electronic repulsion effects.

In the case of method B the gold nanoparticles were located already on silica when Cu(II) nitrate and in one case Ce(III) nitrate was added. Copper complexes may be formed with the remaining stabilizing ligands still present around Au or copper hydroxide or oxyhydroxide can be produced during the evaporation of water. It is known that depending on the pH and the concentration of components, etc. Cu$^{2+}$ forms negatively charged or uncharged monomer or dimer complexes with citrate ions$^{66}$, thus citrate is able to prevent formation of Cu(OH)$_2$ that otherwise
would form$^{67}$. However, in this case additional citrate was not added concomitant with Cu(II) nitrate.

In the case of both methods the final evolution of Au-CuO nanostructures takes place during calcination in air, when all Cu species are expected to transform into CuO.

5.3. Structure of the catalysts: particle size, distribution and reducibility of Cu species

TPR measurements were carried out after calcination pretreatment at 450°C with all calcined samples. Figure 8 shows the TPR curves of samples produced by method B and that of CuO/SiO$_2$ reference, on ACu0.08 sample measurable hydrogen consumption was not detected. A single unresolved peak can be seen for all the samples at around 260-270°C which is assigned to the reduction of copper oxide species$^{56, 60}$. The simultaneous presence of CeO$_2$ does not seem to promote or influence the reduction behaviour (see BCu0.88Ce1.06), nor does Au (compare CuO/SiO$_2$ and the others).

![Figure 8 TPR curves obtained after calcination treatment at 450°C in 5% O$_2$/He](image)

Two samples were measured by XRD after calcination/450°C and CO oxidation reaction (CO/O$_2$=18). The BCu3.72 sample contains crystalline CuO particles (PDF:45-0937) with 19±2 nm in size, while in the case of CuO/SiO$_2$ reference sample CuO peaks were also detected but the particle size was smaller, $d_{\text{CuO}}=13±1$ nm was determined. The low-loaded samples were not measured by XRD because of detection limit of the technique.

During TEM studies very few relatively large Cu containing particles were seen in BCu3.72 evidenced by EDS. In accordance with XRD results we suppose that they were CuO particles, however, the number of them was less than what 3.73 wt% CuO would present. Furthermore, EDS detected Cu signal at several places on the support together with Au signal, but there were places where Cu signal was not detected at all suggesting the inhomogeneous distribution of Cu in BCu3.72. At lower Cu-content (BCu1.04) EDS detected Cu signal at places, where Au particles were seen and on the bare silica as well. We must note, although, that the small contrast between SiO$_2$ and CuO does not allow one to easily spot copper oxide particles, if they are thin and small in size.

The Au particle sizes determined by TEM after catalytic run are around 6 nm except for the BCu1.04 ($d_{\text{Au}}=12.6$nm). The reason for this discrepancy will be clarified in the next future, whether it was caused by the presence of copper or an unexpected artefact happened during sol preparation or adsorption step of BCu1.04 (because it was prepared form another batch of Au sol than the others). The significantly lower standard deviations of average particle size of the BCu0.88Ce1.06 and ACu0.08 points to the importance of CeO$_2$ modifier introduced with method B and to the role
of small amount of copper, respectively, both acting as a kind of glue to prevent sintering during heat treatments.

Figure 9 HRTEM image of BCu3.72 a) after calcination/450°C and catalytic run with CO/O\textsubscript{2}=1/18 gas mixture; b) at the end of PROX measurements (for detailed conditions see the catalytic properties section, but shortly: calc+PROX+CO ox+red+PROX+CO ox)

HRTEM was applied to gain deeper insights into the location, size, and structure of the promoting oxide. Several samples were measured but it was very hard to find crystalline features other than gold nanoparticles. In the case of BCu3.72 after calcination treatment at 450°C CuO layers were detected around certain gold particles proving the existence of CuO decoration on gold (see Figure 9 a). Appearance of oxidic copper after calcination treatment is in accordance with the XRD results.

After reduction treatment followed by preferential CO oxidation reaction in the presence of large amount of hydrogen (see the next section) the reduction of oxide phase is expected to happen according to the TPR results (see above the TPR peak at ~ 260°C). Figure 9 b) shows that in
BCu3.72 metallic Cu particles are present separately and in close contact with Au particles. Beside Cu and Au particles, HRTEM gave a hint on the existence of AuCu particles as well.

In the case of method A, there is a slight chance for the formation of metallic Cu or Cu shell during preparation, since residual reducing agents (partially hydrolysed tannin and citrate) are still present in the Au sol. Literature reference revealed that pure Cu nanoparticles stabilized in water are sensitive to oxidation: they are stable under inert atmosphere but get oxidized on exposing to air. We might assume the existence of metallic Cu around gold in the case of method A, just because of the presence of gold that can (partially) prevent reoxidation of reduced copper if any was formed. HRTEM investigation of calcined ACu0.08 detected lattice fringes that can be attributed to AuCu alloy phases and fringes that may present CuO, beside, obviously, lattice fringes of Au. After PROX measurements that include reduction of the sample, only Au and AuCu lattice parameters could be measured by HRTEM.

It seems that in the case of preparation method A there is a chance for the formation of bimetallic AuCu and CuO phase after calcination and CO oxidation. In the case of method B the identified phases are CuO, Au and some CuO can cover Au particles in the calcined sample. Reduction produces separate Cu particles at high Cu concentration (BCu3.72) and AuCu particles at very low Cu content (ACu0.08). However, we should keep in mind that inhomogeneous distribution of copper species was detected, thus fluctuation in composition and in arrangement of all phases present simultaneously in the sample is expected.

### 5.4. Catalytic properties

CO oxidation was used as a highly sensitive tool to test the influence of copper or copper oxide promoter on the activity of gold. The presence of Au-CuO(Cu) active interface was to be proven. The catalytic measurements were conducted after calcination treatments at 450°C which removed all carbonaceous deposits originated from the preparation. CO oxidation measurements were carried out in 3 different ways in a plug flow reactor: i) with 0.5% CO + 9% O\textsubscript{2} in He (CO/O\textsubscript{2}=1/18), 30 mg sample, 55 ml/min flow rate, ii) with 1% CO + 1% O\textsubscript{2} in He (CO/O\textsubscript{2}=1/1), 20 mg sample, 20 ml/min flow rate and iii) in presence of excess hydrogen with 1% CO + 1% O\textsubscript{2} + 60% H\textsubscript{2}/ in He, 20 mg sample, 20 ml/min flow rate (PROX).

Figure 10 shows the CO conversion curves obtained in the O\textsubscript{2} rich mixture (CO/O\textsubscript{2}=18).

![Figure 10 CO conversion curves obtained after calcination at 450°C using CO/O\textsubscript{2}=1/18](image)
It is clearly seen that all the samples possess some activity at room temperature except for the reference CuO/SiO$_2$ and Au/SiO$_2$. The best sample is the one containing CeO$_2$ beside Au and CuO and the least active one after calcination is ACu0.08. The less efficient catalytic behaviour of ACu0.08 among the Cu promoted samples might be explained by the least amount of copper oxide in contact with gold (based on the HRTEM results) or the most delicate way of decoration of Au(Cu) with oxidic copper. The active interface formed with $\geq$1wt% CuO and gold is obvious, since the activity of these samples are definitely higher than the sum of the activity of the reference Au/SiO$_2$ and the 4% CuO/SiO$_2$, although the structure of nanosize CuO must be different in each sample causing differences in activity.

The activity expressed as the temperature of 50% CO conversion versus CuO content is depicted in Figure 11. Very similar trend is seen like in the case of Au-CeO$_2$-SiO$_2$ system (see previous chapter) and the promoting influence of CeO$_2$ is also eye-catching.

![Figure 11 The temperature of 50% CO conversion versus CuO content using CO/O$_2$=1/18](image)

The additional catalytic tests were conducted with less oxygen in the presence or in the absence of hydrogen, but with the same CO/O$_2$ ratio of 1/1. Measurements denoted as “PROX measurements” (for example in the discussion of HRTEM results) were carried out according to the following schedule:

1. calcination at 450°C in air
2. temperature programmed (TP) PROX cycles with CO/O$_2$/H$_2$ =1/1/60 in He until stable performance
3. TP CO oxidation reactions with CO/O$_2$=1/1 in He until stable performance
4. reduction treatment at 450°C in H$_2$
5. TP PROX cycles (heating and cooling curves) until stable performance
6. TP CO oxidation reactions with CO/O$_2$=1/1 until stable performance

PROX reaction after calcination treatment means the 2$^{nd}$ step in the above schedule, while PROX reaction after reduction refers to the 5$^{th}$ step and the same logic applies for the CO oxidations after calcination (3$^{rd}$ step) and after reduction (6$^{th}$ step) from now on.

Figure 12 compares the CO oxidation activities in the oxygen rich and lean mixtures. Activity is expressed in $T_{50\%}$. The main difference between the two oxidation reactions is that in the case of oxygen lean measurements the samples were contacted with 60% H$_2$ (in PROX reaction) prior to the simple CO oxidation reaction (data denoted as $T_{50\%}$ after calc+PROX) or were even reduced in pure hydrogen at 450°C (data denoted as $T_{50\%}$ after red+PROX). This hydrogen atmosphere must have reduced most of the copper oxide, thus causing structural changes, although the particle size of gold did not change significantly as data in Table 3 shows.
Figure 12 Comparison of CO oxidation activities in oxygen-lean and rich conditions

The activity order of the samples changes compared to the CO/O$_2$=1/18 case and the least difference is seen in the case of CuO/SiO$_2$ reference and ACu0.08 meaning that for these samples the least variation happens in the state of active sites upon reduction and decrease in O$_2$ concentration in the reactant mixture. On the contrary, the latter parameters seem to negatively influence the sample containing CeO$_2$ beside CuO. The data of Au/SiO$_2$ are not shown in Figure 12, because of its very low activity (in O$_2$ rich mixture it start to convert CO at ~230 °C, while in O$_2$ lean mixture maximum ~ 10% CO conversion is achieved under 100°C in both cases).

Figure 13 PROX data of the samples a) after calcination and b) after reduction

Let us consider now the PROX reaction itself. CO conversion goes through a maximum because at certain temperature the surface coverage of CO becomes so low that no longer poisons H$_2$ oxidation. Selectivity is 100% if all the O$_2$ converted is used only for production of CO$_2$ and
not \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \). We have to keep in mind that upon the contact with hydrogen (partial) reduction of copper oxide happens when increasing the temperature as above \( \sim 150^\circ \text{C} \) reduction of bulk \( \text{CuO}/\text{SiO}_2 \) starts (under the conditions of TPR). In Figure 13 a) and b) PROX evaluation is shown after the initial calcination and after the further reduction treatment, 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 5\textsuperscript{th} step in PROX measurements, respectively.

In the case of PROX after calcination (Figure 13 a) the temperature of maximum CO conversion increases for the Cu-containing samples and it is the highest for \( \text{CuO}/\text{SiO}_2 \) reference. Higher CO conversion was achieved with the samples containing Au and Cu compounds than with the reference samples. Concerning selectivities the apparent advantage of ACu0.08 above all other samples is obvious. Furthermore, the addition of CeO\(_2\) modifier causes selectivity increase\(^{69}\) among samples prepared by method B. Figure 13 b) shows basically the same trends but the differences between samples smoothen, the outstanding parameters of ACu0.08 vanish. This means reduction treatment at \( 450^\circ \text{C} \) forms very similar structures in AuCu-containing samples. The active sites are most probably AuCu and Au species in contact with thin metallic Cu or Cu\(^+\) particles, patches, and bulkier copper compounds which must exist at higher copper content do not contribute much to the activity.

![Graphs showing CO\(_2\) conversion curves](image)

**Figure 14 CO\(_2\) conversion curves under PROX condition (in 60\% \text{H}_2\) and without the presence of hydrogen using the same CO/O\(_2\)=1/1 ratio**
Concluding all the PROX results, at lower temperature the reduced Au/SiO\textsubscript{2} catalyst is the best choice, while copper containing samples perform better above 100\degree C. The superior PROX properties of AuCu(O) combination over pure Cu(CuO) is apparent at any conditions investigated. Structural investigations by XPS after in situ treatments will certainly provide deeper insights into the reasons of the above detailed catalytic behaviour via the clarification of oxidation states and surface concentration of copper species.

Finally an interesting comparison is depicted in Figure 14 which shows the CO\textsubscript{2} conversion curves under PROX condition (in 60%H\textsubscript{2}) and without the presence of hydrogen using the same CO/O\textsubscript{2}=1/1 ratio. There are several factors to correlate, but the most important observation is that the presence of hydrogen suppresses the conversion of CO only in the case of the reference CuO/SiO\textsubscript{2} suggesting that the adsorption and activation of CO molecules happens on the Au surface indeed in favour of that of hydrogen.

6. Other results obtained during our investigations

In addition to the research described above, which followed closely the research plan of the project, some other investigation were done, too, applying the advantages of the sol method in the controlled formation of gold based catalysts. Gold was modified with Pd fabricating bimetallic particles stabilised in aqueous sols by various ways (co- or subsequent reduction of precursor ions applying different reducing agents and stabilizers) resulting in different arrangement of the components in the nanoparticles, which deposited on a support were studied in CO oxidation\textsuperscript{70} and acetylene hydrogenation\textsuperscript{71}. Au supported on various oxide supports were compared in glucose selective oxidation and CO oxidation\textsuperscript{72}.

TiO\textsubscript{2} supported bimetallic Au–Pd catalysts were prepared by deposition of bimetallic aqueous sols formed (i) by co-reduction of the precursor ions by a mixture of Na-citrate and tannic acid, (ii) by reduction of Au in a preformed Pd sol and (iii) by reduction of Pd in a preformed Au sol. According to XRD studies all three samples contained a bimetallic phase of somewhat different composition. Both Au and Pd could be detected by XPS in the surface layers, but the Au/Pd ratio differed significantly in the three bimetallic samples. It was the largest in the sample, where the Au was reduced onto Pd sols, the lowest where the metal reduction was done in the reverse way, and intermediate for the Au/Pd co-reduced sample. The calcination/reduction treatment necessary for removal of organic residues did not affect the composition of the bimetallic crystalline phase, but it increased both the crystallite and particle sizes of the metals, and the calcination caused some Pd migration to the surface. The catalytic activity of the bimetallic samples regardless of the preparation method is about the same as that of the mixture of the Pd and Au monometallic samples. No significant synergism is suggested in the present bimetallic samples.

Au–Pd bimetallic particles were synthesized by reduction with 2-propanol and by pulse radiolysis technique. UV-Vis spectra measured as a function of time or pulse number confirm formation of Au\textsubscript{core}–Pd\textsubscript{shell} particles due to prevailing electron transfer between nascent Pd clusters and Au ions. It appears that the mode of reduction significantly affects the particle size: with the increase of the Au/Pd ratio the particle size steeply increased for the sols reduced with 2-propanol confirming the governing role of Pd in the reduction of Au\textsuperscript{3+} ions. Pulse radiolysis resulted in decreasing particle size for the Au rich particles due to fast reduction of Au\textsuperscript{3+} by solvated electrons.

The Au/Pd bimetallic sols stabilized by PDDA polycation were adsorbed onto Aerosil SiO\textsubscript{2} by increasing the pH and thus increasing the negative charge on the silica surface. Gas phase hydrogenation of acetylene was tested at 45\degree C on samples “as received”, H\textsubscript{2} treated at 200\degree C and O\textsubscript{2}/H\textsubscript{2} treated at 250\degree C. The hydrogenation activity of the “as received” samples proves that acetylene is able to find Pd sites on our PDDA stabilised surface. The O\textsubscript{2}/H\textsubscript{2} treatment at 250\degree C significantly enhanced the hydrogenation activity at the Pd rich compositions (10 and 20 at\% Au) which observation can be attributed to the removal of PDDA from metallic sites and to intermixing of Au and Pd generating thereby gold diluted Pd–Au ensembles.
Two series of gold catalysts supported on SiO$_2$, CeO$_2$ and TiO$_2$ have been prepared by colloidal gold deposition method providing uniform original Au particles in the different catalysts favouring the investigation of support and size effect on CO oxidation and selective glucose oxidation catalytic activity. The diameter of gold particle stabilized by polyvinylalcohol (PVA) or by tannic acid-citrate was 2–3 nm and 6–7 nm, which increased to 5–7 nm and 7–13 nm, respectively, after calcination in air. Inverse correlation was found between the activities in CO and glucose oxidation (the silica supported, larger size Au particles were more active in glucose and less active in CO oxidation) suggesting that the mechanisms are different which is explained by geometrical and support effects. The results show that the effect of the support is more significant than the small gold particle size. (The product analysis of the glucose oxidation reaction was performed by the HPLC instrument purchased by the financial support of several OTKA grants including the present one.)

7. Final evaluation of the different systems

During the research work reported here Au/SiO$_2$ catalysts promoted by “active oxides” such as TiO$_2$, CeO$_2$, CuO were developed and investigated for catalytic purposes. These so-called inverse catalysts, when Au is decorated by moieties of the active oxide, were produced using two parallel methods based on the application of Au sols. The Au sol was produced by tannin/citrate reduction and contained Au nanoparticles of about 6 nm, while precursors of TiO$_2$, CeO$_2$ and CuO promoters were Ti(IV)-lactate complex, Ce(III) nitrate and Cu(II) nitrate, respectively. The Au content was kept constants in the SiO$_2$ supported samples while the loading of active oxide was varied. In method A, the precursor of promoter was added to the Au sol and after a heat treatment at 60°C the adsorption step onto SiO$_2$ was accomplished using PDDA polycation. In method B, the precursor of promoter was added to the washed and dried Au/SiO$_2$ parent catalyst producing a suspension which was kept also at 60°C until the evaporation of water. All samples were calcined before use to remove organic deposits and convert all promoter species into oxide form.

The success of our approach, namely, the localized oxide promotion of gold on silica was ascertained by structural investigations (TEM, HRTEM, XRD, TPR) and catalytic tests in CO oxidation in the presence and absence of hydrogen. The main general conclusions regarding all the systems are as follows:

- The stabilization of Au particle size could be achieved by the controlled addition of promoter oxides compared to the case, when Au is supported on pure/bulk active oxide.
- Using method A the decoration of Au with nanosize promoter oxide particles, patches happens at very low TiO$_2$, CeO$_2$, CuO content. Depending on the nature of oxide precursor, increasing the precursor concentration higher loading can also be achieved, but in this case above a given concentration the promoter oxide covers in increasing extent the pure SiO$_2$ surface, as well. Ti species originating form Ti-lactate complex favour the additional deposition on silica, copper species only partially, while ceria precursor species do not tend to be bound to the positively charged silica surface. The local enrichment of active oxide on gold nanoparticles is suggested to happen in the case of method B as well, although to a different extent.
- The above mentioned decoration of Au particles by the promoters is governed by the attraction of stabilizing sphere around Au nanoparticles composed of tannin/citrate moieties, which still exists also in supported form after washing and drying. Electrostatic interactions and complex formation between the organic shell and the active oxide precursors, which might be partially hydrolyzed, are suggested to prevail. Furthermore, the PDDA polycation assisted attachment of sol components plays a crucial role in preparing the supported samples.
- Catalytic activity of the nanostuctured Au-active oxide ensemble on SiO$_2$ is much higher than that of the reference samples, when Au particles with the same or similar size are supported on bulk active oxides. The best catalytic performance is achieved at different oxide loadings.
depending on the type of promoter. The most dramatic activity increase and so the most intriguing effect of nanosize oxide decoration on Au was observed in the case of CeO$_2$ – modifications, when 0.16wt% CeO$_2$ was enough to approach closely the activity of the Au/CeO$_2$ reference sample. The promoter oxide-Au interface in contact with SiO$_2$ underneath behaves in a synergetic way and may provide more active oxygen to the reaction and may also affect the adsorption of reactant molecules via special electronic interactions.

- CO oxidation in the presence of hydrogen (PROX) carried out on CuO-modified samples suggested that depending on the preparation method, metal loading and reaction condition, the oxidation state of copper species during the catalytic reaction can be varied.

- Comparing the systems investigated, the most efficient catalysts in CO oxidation are the CeO$_2$-containing samples followed by TiO$_2$ and than CuO$_x$-containing ones. In PROX process the CeO$_2$- and CuO$_x$-modified catalysts provided higher maximum CO conversion (around 60-70% and 50-60% at about 140-160 and 160-180°C, respectively) than the TiO$_2$-modified ones (<40% maximum CO conversion at about 80-100°C).
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